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and Cliff doesn't think he's ready for family ties. Cliff comes to realize that while he may seem like he's got
everything, he doesn't have what he really wants, and he might find he's trading in his sports car for a station
wagon... Almost an Angel Bethany Stone has been secretly in love with her boss, Joshua Norris, for ages. She's about to
give up--on Joshua and her job--when he asks for her help. Outside the office. Joshua's ten-year-old is coming to live
with him and he has no idea how to raise a precocious little girl. Bethany is happy to help, hoping Joshua might
finally see her as more than an assistant. And Joshua discovers that he needs Bethany, in the best way possible.
"[Macomber's] novels are always engaging stories that accurately capture the foibles of real-life men and women with
warmth and humor." --Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
Perfect Partners Debbie Macomber 2021-01-26 For two women, the least likely choice could lead to their perfect
partnerships! Love Ôn' Marriage Corporate assistant Stephanie Coulter is not thrilled to be assigned to the boss, Jonas
Lockwood. He's got a reputation for being a grumpy tyrant, and he quickly lives up to it. But Stephanie's colleagues
have decided that Jonas is just lonely, and what he needs is the right woman. And the woman they have in mind for him
is Stephanie! Rainy Day Kisses Susannah Simmons has a five-year plan to succeed in her career. It doesn't include a
relationship or kids. Then Susannah gets roped into babysitting her little niece, and when she realizes how out of her
depth she is, Susannah reluctantly asks for help from her laid-back bachelor neighbor, Nate Townsend. His carefree
attitude has always exasperated routine-queen Susannah, but soon Nate has her questioning her rule book...and if she
should throw it away for good.
The Best Is Yet to Come Debbie Macomber 2022 A moving new novel from #1 New York Times bestselling author Debbie
Macomber.
Debbie Macomber's Cedar Cove Series Vol 1 Debbie Macomber 2014-08-12 Welcome to Debbie Macomber's Cedar Cove! This is
small-town life at its best—and its most interesting… Meet some of the people living here: 16 Lighthouse Road. This is
Olivia Lockhart's home. She's a family court judge known for her controversial judgments—like the divorce petition she
denied. Thanks to an article by Jack Griffin, editor of the local paper, everyone's talking about it! And then she and
Jack start seeing each other outside of the courtroom…. 204 Rosewood Lane is where Olivia's lifelong best friend, Grace
Sherman, lives. Grace is the local librarian and her life has been uneventful—until now. Her husband disappeared 6
months ago. She and her daughters have no idea where Dan is, what happened to him, who he might be with. Will they ever
find out? 311 Pelican Court is the residence belonging to the Cox family—Zach, Rosie and their kids. Zach and Rosie are
divorced, but they have an unusual custody arrangement. It's another one of Judge Lockhart's controversial judgments:
the kids get to stay in the house while Zach and Rosie go back and forth! 44 Cranberry Point is a B and B owned by Bob
and Peggy Beldon; it's also their home. They've had a shocking incident recently—a man died while he was staying there!
They don't know why he came to Cedar Cove, who killed him or why…. These are the first four stories set in Cedar Cove,
Washington. Read the books and watch the Hallmark Channel original series based on them. This is your chance to get
introduced to the town and the people. Once you've visited, you'll definitely come back!
Bob the Builder Bob's Bedtime Clip Strip Terry Collins 2003-02-01
The World of Debbie Macomber Come Home to Color Debbie Macomber 2016-04-26 From beloved author and Hallmark Channel
favorite Debbie Macomber, this special adult coloring book features forty-five original illustrations depicting scenes
from the Rose Harbor and Blossom Street series. Unplug and let the creativity flow MAKE YOURSELF AT HOME The
heartwarming novels of Debbie Macomber are known for their colorful locales, cheerful themes, and inspiring messages,
and that spirit of comfort and generosity is on display throughout this one-of-a-kind collector's item. The World of
Debbie Macomber: Come Home to Color is packed with black-and-white illustrations of intricate knitting images, soothing
landscapes, and cozy scenes from the long-running Rose Harbor and Blossom Street series--all of which you bring to
dazzling life. There's no place like home--and there's no coloring book quite like this one.
The Sooner the Better Debbie Macomber 2016-11-29 She’s stuck with Jack… Lorraine Dancy has just discovered that
everything she believes about her father is a lie—starting with the fact that Thomas supposedly died years ago. Now
she’s learned that not only is he not dead, he’s living in a small town south of the border. In the process of tracking
him down, she manages to get framed for theft and pursued by the real thief, the police and a local crime boss. Her
father’s friend Jack Keller agrees to help her escape, although Lorraine’s reluctant to depend on a man like him. And
he’s stuck with her! Jack’s every bit the renegade Lorraine thinks he is—an ex-mercenary and former Deliverance Company
operative. He’s also the one person who can guide her to safety. But there are stormy waters ahead, including an
attraction neither of them wants to feel. An attraction that’s as risky as it is intense—for both of them. The sooner
he can get Lorraine home, the better!
Seaside Springtime Debbie Macomber 2021-04-27 Sometimes love needs some time to bloom. Get swept up in these two
stories of women finding someone when they are finally ready to love again. For All My Tomorrows Lynn Danfort had
always counted on the cop she loved, but then her husband was killed in the line of duty, leaving Lynn a widow and a
single mom. Now, three years later, Ryder Matthews, her husband's partner and best friend, is back in town--and he
seems interested in having a place in Lynn's life. The truth is, Ryder's in love with her. She's just not sure if she's
ready to love him. Yours and Mine Marriage is an experience that single mom Joanna Parsons doesn't plan to repeat, no
matter what her daughter thinks. Tanner Lund feels the same way. Like Joanna, he got divorced after a short, disastrous
marriage, and he's raising his daughter alone. But the girls have other plans in mind--and it involves the best friends
becoming sisters. Both Tanner and Joanna are determined to avoid marriage, yet there's no resisting their growing
attraction... "It's impossible not to cheer for Macomber's characters." --BookPage Contains the bonus story Home for
the Holidays by Brenda Novak Natasha Sharp was just a teenager when her mom married Mack Amos's dad, and despite her
crush, Mack always held her at arm's length. Years after their parents' divorce, they're both adults when they run into
each other at their hometown Christmas market. Will Mack still keep his distance, or is the timing finally right for

The Catastrophic History of You & Me Jess Rothenberg 2013 Just before her sixteenth birthday, Brie Eagan dies of a
broken heart when her boyfriend tells her he does not love her, and she then must go through the stages of grief, while
watching her friends and family try to cope with her death.
The Summer Garden Sherryl Woods 2012-02-01 Falling for "Maddening Moira" O'Malley was the unexpected highlight of Luke
O'Brien's Dublin holiday. So when she pays a surprise visit to Chesapeake Shores, Luke is thrilled…at first. A fling
with this wild Irish rose is one thing, but forever? Maybe someday, but not when he's totally focused on establishing a
business that will prove his mettle to his overachieving family. Given Luke's reaction, Moira has some soul-searching
of her own to do. Scarred by her father's abandonment, she wonders if Luke, with his playboy past, is truly the family
man she longs for. Adding to her dilemma, she's offered an amazing chance at a dream career of her own. Deep down,
though, Moira knows home is the real prize, and that love can be every bit as enchanted as a summer garden.
Finally You Debbie Macomber 2020-12-29 For two couples, discovering each other means finally finding love No
Competition Local architect Shayne Reynolds is an art collector, but when it comes to Carrie Lockett, he's as
interested in the artist as he is in her California landscapes and stunning portraits. The talented and reclusive
Carrie, however, rejects his overtures, but she won't tell him why...even though he knows she returns his feelings. All
Things Considered Single mom Lanni Matthiessen has worked hard to make a nice life for her daughter. She never expected
to see her trouble-magnet ex, Judd, ever again. So why did it feel so right to Lanni when Judd walked back into her
life? And why did she agree to accompany him to the Matthiessen ranch when all it could do was bring back dangerous
memories?
9 Days and 9 Nights Katie Cotugno 2018-05-01 In this sequel to the New York Times bestseller 99 Days, perfect for fans
of Jenny Han and Morgan Matson, Molly Barlow finds herself in Europe on her summer vacation, desperately trying to
forget everything that happened a year ago. But over the course of nine days and nine nights, her whole life will be
turned upside down once more. . . . Molly Barlow isn’t that girl anymore. A business major at her college in Boston,
she’s reinvented herself after everything that went down a year ago… After all the people she hurt and the family she
tore apart. Slowly, life is getting back to normal. Molly has just said I love you to her new boyfriend, Ian, and they
are off on a romantic European vacation together, starting with scenic London. But there on a tube platform, the past
catches up to her in the form of Gabe, her ex, traveling on his own parallel vacation with new girlfriend Sadie. After
comparing itineraries, Ian ends up extending an invite for Gabe and Sadie to join them on the next leg of their trip,
to Ireland. And Molly and Gabe can’t bring themselves to tell the truth about who they once were to each other to their
new significant others. Now Molly has to spend 9 days and 9 nights with the boy she once loved, the boy whose heart she
shredded, without Ian knowing. Will she make it through as new and improved Molly, or will everything that happened
between her and Gabe come rushing back?
The Girl Who Wrote in Silk Kelli Estes 2015-07-07 A USA TODAY BESTSELLER! A historical novel inspired by true events,
Kelli Estes's brilliant and atmospheric debut is a poignant tale of two women determined to do the right thing and the
power of our own stories. The smallest items can hold centuries of secrets... Inara Erickson is exploring her deceased
aunt's island estate when she finds an elaborately stitched piece of fabric hidden in the house. As she peels back
layer upon layer of the secrets it holds, Inara's life becomes interwoven with that of Mei Lein, a young Chinese girl
mysteriously driven from her home a century before. Through the stories Mei Lein tells in silk, Inara uncovers a tragic
truth that will shake her family to its core—and force her to make an impossible choice. A touching and tender book for
fans of Marie Benedict, Susanna Kearsley, and Duncan Jepson.
The Golden Girls' Getaway Judy Leigh 2021-12-07 The most uplifting book you’ll read this year! It has been a long and
lonely year for neighbours Vivienne, Mary and Gwen. All ladies of a ‘certain age’, their lockdown experience has left
them feeling isolated and alone. They are in desperate need of a change. Things start to look up however, when Gwen
comes up with a plan to get them out of London by borrowing a motor home. In no time at all the ladies are on the road
– away from the city, away from their own four walls, and away from their worries. The British countryside has never
looked more beautiful. As they travel from Stonehenge to Dartmoor, from the Devon and Cornish coasts to the Yorkshire
moors, gradually the years fall back, and the three friends start to imagine new futures with no limitations. And as
their journey continues and their friendships deepen, and while the seaside views turn into glorious mountains and
moors, Mary, Vivienne and Gwen learn to smile again, to laugh again, and maybe even to love again. Now they can believe
that the best is still to come... Funny, joyful and with a spring in its step that reminds you to live every day like
it’s your last. Judy Leigh has once again written the perfect feel-good novel for all fans of Dawn French and Cathy
Hopkins. Readers love Judy Leigh: ‘Loved this from cover to cover, pity I can only give this 5 stars as it deserves far
more.’ ‘The story’s simply wonderful, the theme of second chances will resonate whatever your age, there’s something
for everyone among the characters, and I do defy anyone not to have a tear in their eye at the perfect ending.’ ‘With
brilliant characters and hilarious antics, this is definitely a cosy read you'll not want to miss.’ ‘This is just one
of those books that makes you feel good about being alive!’ ‘A lovely read of how life doesn't just end because your
getting old.’ ‘A great feel-good and fun story that made me laugh and root for the characters.’ Praise for Judy Leigh:
‘Brilliantly funny, emotional and uplifting’ Miranda Dickinson 'Lovely . . . a book that assures that life is far from
over at seventy' Cathy Hopkins bestselling author of The Kicking the Bucket List 'Brimming with warmth, humour and a
love of life... a wonderful escapade’ Fiona Gibson,
Autumn Nights Debbie Macomber 2021-10-26 When the weather starts to turn chilly, get cozy with two classic tales of
romance where falling in love means becoming part of a family. The Playboy and the Widow Unwilling to let go of the
memory of her husband, Diana Collins is struggling to raise her two girls on her own. When confirmed bachelor Cliff
Howard swoops in and helps her one day, their connection is immediate. But Diana isn't ready to risk her heart again,
someday-soon-deliverance-company-1-debbie-macomber
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their love?
The Football Girl Thatcher Heldring 2017-04-04 For every athlete or sports fanatic who knows she's just as good as the
guys. This is for fans of The Running Dream by Wendelin Van Draanen, Grace, Gold, and Glory by Gabrielle Douglass and
Breakaway: Beyond the Goal by Alex Morgan. The summer before Caleb and Tessa enter high school, friendship has
blossomed into a relationship . . . and their playful sports days are coming to an end. Caleb is getting ready to try
out for the football team, and Tessa is training for cross-country. But all their structured plans derail in the final
flag game when they lose. Tessa doesn’t want to end her career as a loser. She really enjoys playing, and if she’s
being honest, she likes it even more than running cross-country. So what if she decided to play football instead? What
would happen between her and Caleb? Or between her two best friends, who are counting on her to try out for crosscountry with them? And will her parents be upset that she’s decided to take her hobby to the next level? This summer
Caleb and Tessa figure out just what it means to be a boyfriend, girlfriend, teammate, best friend, and someone worth
cheering for. “A great next choice for readers who have enjoyed Catherine Gilbert Murdock’s Dairy Queen and Miranda
Kenneally’s Catching Jordan.”—SLJ “Fast-paced football action, realistic family drama, and sweet romance…[will have]
readers looking for girl-powered sports stories…find[ing] plenty to like.”—Booklist “Tessa's ferocious competitiveness
is appealing.”—Kirkus Reviews “[The Football Girl] serve[s] to illuminate the appropriately complicated emotions both
of a young romance and of pursuing a dream. Heldring writes with insight and restraint.”—The Horn Book
Come Back to Me Mila Gray 2015-12-08 In this heart-wrenching tale of love and loss, a young Marine and his best
friend’s sister plunge into a forbidden love affair while he’s home on leave. When a Marine Chaplain knocks on her
door, Jessa’s heart breaks—someone she loves is dead. Killed in action, but is it Riley or Kit? Her brother or her
boyfriend… Three months earlier, Marine Kit Ryan finds himself back home on leave and dangerously drawn to his best
friend Riley’s sister, Jessa—the one girl he can’t have. Exhausted from fighting his feelings, Kit finally gives in,
and Jessa isn’t strong enough to resist diving headfirst into a passionate relationship. But what was just supposed to
be a summer romance develops into something far greater than either of them expected. Jessa’s finally found the man of
her dreams and Kit’s finally discovered there’s someone he’d sacrifice everything for. When it’s time for Kit to
redeploy, neither one is ready to say goodbye. Jessa vows to wait for him and Kit promises to come home to her. No
matter what. But as Jessa stands waiting for the Marine Chaplain to break her heart, she can’t help but feel that Kit
has broken his promise… Riley or Kit? Kit or Riley? Her brother or her boyfriend? Who’s coming home to her?
The 19th Wife David Ebershoff 2009-06-02 It is 1875, and Ann Eliza Young has recently separated from her powerful
husband, Brigham Young, prophet and leader of the Mormon Church. Expelled and an outcast, Ann Eliza embarks on a
crusade to end polygamy in the United States. A rich account of her family’s polygamous history is revealed, including
how both she and her mother became plural wives. Yet soon after Ann Eliza’s story begins, a second exquisite narrative
unfolds–a tale of murder involving a polygamist family in present-day Utah. Jordan Scott, a young man who was thrown
out of his fundamentalist sect years earlier, must reenter the world that cast him aside in order to discover the truth
behind his father’s death. And as Ann Eliza’s narrative intertwines with that of Jordan’s search, readers are pulled
deeper into the mysteries of love, family, and faith.
Dakota Born Debbie Macomber 2016-04-26 Plus a bonus short story: The farmer takes a wife.
A Cedar Cove Christmas Debbie Macomber 2008-10-01 Mother-to-be Mary Jo Wyse arrives in Cedar Cove on Christmas Eve,
searching for her baby's father. David Rhodes had said he'd be in town. But he isn't. Which leaves Mary Jo stranded,
pregnant and alone. And there's no room at the local inn.… So Grace Harding brings Mary Jo home to her nearby ranch.
She and her husband, Cliff, have a houseful of guests, but they offer her a room over their stable (currently
sheltering the animals—including a donkey and a camel—for Cedar Cove's Nativity pageant!). When Mary Jo goes into labor
that night, a young man named Mack McAfee, a paramedic, comes to her rescue, just as her brothers—the three Wyse
men—show up in town. The people of Cedar Cove join them in celebrating the birth of baby Noel. But no one has more to
celebrate than Mack. Because this Christmas brings him faith, hope and love…
Last One Home Debbie Macomber 2015 A standalone novel by the best-selling author of the Blossom Street series traces
the reunion of three disparate sisters, one responsible, one rebellious and one free-spirited, who reveal imperfections
in their respective lives while mourning their mother's death.
Deliverance James Dickey 2008-11-19 “You're hooked, you feel every cut, grope up every cliff, swallow water with every
spill of the canoe, sweat with every draw of the bowstring. Wholly absorbing [and] dramatic.”—Harper's Magazine The
setting is the Georgia wilderness, where the states most remote white-water river awaits. In the thundering froth of
that river, in its echoing stone canyons, four men on a canoe trip discover a freedom and exhilaration beyond compare.
And then, in a moment of horror, the adventure turns into a struggle for survival as one man becomes a human hunter who
is offered his own harrowing deliverance. Praise for Deliverance “Once read, never forgotten.”—Newport News Daily Press
“A tour de force . . . How a man acts when shot by an arrow, what it feels like to scale a cliff or to capsize, the
ironic psychology of fear: these things are conveyed with remarkable descriptive writing.”—The New Republic “Freshly
and intensely alive . . . with questions that haunt modern urban man.”—Southern Review “A fine and honest book that
hits the reader's mind with the sting of a baseball just caught in the hand.”—The Nation “[James Dickey's] language has
descriptive power not often matched in contemporary American writing.”—Time “A harrowing trip few readers will
forget.”—Asheville Citizen-Times "A novel that will curl your toes . . . Dickey's canoe rides to the limits of dramatic
tension."—New York Times Book Review "A brilliant and breathtaking adventure."—The New Yorker
The First Lie Diane Chamberlain 2013-06-04 An e-original short story that sets the stage for bestselling author Diane
Chamberlain's novel Necessary Lies (September 2013). The First Lie gives readers an early glimpse into the life of
thirteen-year-old Ivy Hart. It's 1958 in rural North Carolina, where Ivy lives with her grandmother and sister on a
tobacco farm. As tenant farmers, Ivy and her family don't have much freedom, though she and her best friend, Henry,
often sneak away in search of adventure...and their truest selves. But life on the farm takes a turn when Ivy's teenage
sister gives birth—all the while maintaining her silence about the baby's father. Soon Ivy finds herself navigating the
space between adolescence and adulthood as she tries to unravel a dark web of family secrets and make sense of her
ever-evolving life in the segregated South. Advance praise for Diane Chamberlain's Necessary Lies: "It will steal your
heart."—Katrina Kittle, author of The Blessings of the Animals "An emotional powerhouse." —Mary Alice Monroe, New York
Times bestselling author of Beach House Memories "Enthralling...[it] transfixed me from the very first pages, and its
vivid and sympathetic characters haunted me long after the last."—Christina Schwarz, New York Times bestselling author
of Drowning Ruth
Girl Last Seen Nina Laurin 2017-06-20 Two missing girls. Thirteen years apart. An intense psychological thriller for
readers of I Am Watching You, The Luckiest Girl Alive, and All the Missing Girls. Olivia Shaw has been missing since
last Tuesday. She was last seen outside the entrance of her elementary school in Hunts Point wearing a white spring
someday-soon-deliverance-company-1-debbie-macomber

jacket, blue jeans, and pink boots. I force myself to look at the face in the photo, into her slightly smudged
features, and I can't bring myself to move. Olivia Shaw could be my mirror image, rewound to thirteen years ago. If you
have any knowledge of Olivia Shaw's whereabouts or any relevant information, please contact... I've spent a long time
peering into the faces of girls on missing posters, wondering which one replaced me in that basement. But they were
never quite the right age, the right look, the right circumstances. Until Olivia Shaw, missing for one week tomorrow.
Whoever stole me was never found. But since I was taken, there hasn't been another girl. And now there is.
Sooner or Later LP Debbie Macomber 2009-06-30 SOONER OR LATER, the follow-up to the bestselling novel SOMEDAY SOON, is
the story of a soldier of fortune and a woman in search of her missing brother. In Central America on a no-win job,
Murphy meets his match in Texas postmistress Letty Madden. Hired to find Letty′s missing brother, Murphy tries to scare
her off with his price for the job: one night with him. But it will take more than that to scare this woman and Murphy
soon realizes that getting out alive is the least of his problems.
Moon Over Water Debbie Macomber 2009-03-01 Not long ago, the only adventures Lorraine Dancy experienced were in the
movies--where the improbable becomes possible and the romantic becomes real. Now she's starring in her own version of
Romancing the Stone--except that this is her life. Her adventure begins with a trip to Mexico's Yucat n coast to search
for the father she doesn't remember. She finds him, all right. She also finds herself in trouble--framed for the theft
of an artifact and pursued by the police, the thief and a local crime boss. Enter Jack Keller. Jack's a renegade who
keeps to himself and makes his own rules. As a favor to Lorraine's father he helps her escape. In his boat. Just like
The African Queen. But there are troubled waters ahead...including an attraction that's as risky as it is intense.
Lorraine's not looking for another Brief Encounter, though. She wants her story to have a different ending altogether!
The Letter Keeper Charles Martin 2021-06-08 Combining heart-wrenching emotion with edge-of-your-seat tension, New York
Times bestselling author Charles Martin explores the true power of sacrificial love. Murphy Shepherd has made a career
of finding those no one else could—survivors of human trafficking. His life’s mission is helping others find freedom .
. . but then the nightmare strikes too close to home. When his new wife, her daughter, and two other teenage girls are
stolen, Murphy is left questioning all he has thought to be true. With more dead ends than leads, he has no idea how to
find his loved ones. After everything is stripped away, love is what remains. Hope feels lost, but Murphy is willing to
expend his last breath trying to bring them home. Praise for The Letter Keeper: “A man broken by events beyond his
control accepts the challenge to walk dark ways in order to bring the lost and helpless home, but he comes close to
losing himself in the process. Despite the hardship and heartache, Martin’s story shines with the light of eternal
hope.” —Davis Bunn, writing for Christianity Today “It is unequivocally, hands down, a remarkable read. It’s everything
you want (and a whole lot more) from a sequel . . . Y’all better get ready. Like I said last time, clear your schedule.
Then read this book . . . front to back. There will be more sweaty palms, fist pumps, tears, and laughter than the
first one. I promise.” —Charlie Martin, Charles Martin’s son Full-length novel One of the Murphy Shepherd novels: Book
One: The Water Keeper Book Two: The Letter Keeper Book Three: Coming June 2022! Includes discussion questions for book
clubs Also by Charles Martin: The Mountain Between Us, Send Down the Rain, Long Way Gone, When Crickets Cry
Someday Soon Debbie Macomber 2009-10-13 Fall in love with the first book in Debbie Macomber's Deliverance Company
series featuring a romance between a mercenary and a widow inexplicably drawn together. Cain McClellan had chosen his
lifestyle. He thrived on the challenge, the rush that came with putting his life in incredible danger. No woman, he
told himself, could make him feel the way he did after a successful mission—no matter how beautiful she was. So why was
he standing on a cold pier like a lovelorn teenager, hoping for a glimpse of Linette Collins? But then he saw her, and
the sight of her took his breath away. The wind whipped her lustrous dark hair about her face, and she lifted a finger
to wrap a thick strand behind her ear. The smart thing to do was turn around and walk away as fast as his feet would
carry him. He'd gotten what he wanted. One last look at her. His curiosity should be satisfied. But even as his mind
formulated the thought, Cain knew that just seeing Linette again could never be enough
Love, Lucas Chantele Sedgwick 2015-05-05 A 2015 Whitney Award Nominee! A powerful story of loss, second chances, and
first love, reminiscent of Sarah Dessen and John Green. When Oakley Nelson loses her older brother, Lucas, to cancer,
she thinks she’ll never recover. Between her parents’ arguing and the battle she’s fighting with depression, she feels
nothing inside but a hollow emptiness. When Mom suggests they spend a few months in California with Aunt Jo, Oakley
isn’t sure a change of scenery will alter anything, but she’s willing to give it a try. In California, Oakley discovers
a sort of safety and freedom in Aunt Jo’s beach house. Once they’re settled, Mom hands her a notebook full of letters
addressed to her—from Lucas. As Oakley reads one each day, she realizes how much he loved her, and each letter
challenges her to be better and to continue to enjoy her life. He wants her to move on. If only it were that easy. But
then a surfer named Carson comes into her life, and Oakley is blindsided. He makes her feel again. As she lets him in,
she is surprised by how much she cares for him, and that’s when things get complicated. How can she fall in love and be
happy when Lucas never got the chance to do those very same things? With her brother’s dying words as guidance, Oakley
knows she must learn to listen and trust again. But will she have to leave the past behind to find happiness in the
future? Sky Pony Press, with our Good Books, Racehorse and Arcade imprints, is proud to publish a broad range of books
for young readers—picture books for small children, chapter books, books for middle grade readers, and novels for young
adults. Our list includes bestsellers for children who love to play Minecraft; stories told with LEGO bricks; books
that teach lessons about tolerance, patience, and the environment, and much more. While not every title we publish
becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to books on subjects that are sometimes
overlooked and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.
Silver Linings Debbie Macomber 2015-08-11 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Set in Cedar Cove’s charming Rose Harbor Inn,
Debbie Macomber’s captivating new novel follows innkeeper Jo Marie and two new guests as they seek healing and comfort,
revealing that every cloud has a silver lining, even when it seems difficult to find. Since opening the Rose Harbor
Inn, Jo Marie Rose has grown close to her handyman, Mark Taylor. Jo Marie and Mark are good friends—and are becoming
something more—yet he still won’t reveal anything about his past. When Mark tells her that he’s moving out of town, Jo
Marie is baffled. Just when she is starting to open herself up again to love, she feels once more that she is losing
the man she cares about. And as she discovers the secret behind Mark’s decision to leave, she welcomes two visitors
also seeking their own answers. Best friends Kellie Crenshaw and Katie Gilroy have returned to Cedar Cove for their
ten-year high school reunion, looking to face down old hurts and find a sense of closure. Kellie, known as Coco, wants
to finally confront the boy who callously broke her heart. Katie, however, wishes to reconnect with her old boyfriend,
James—the man she still loves and the one who got away. As Katie hopes for a second chance, Coco discovers that people
can change—and both look to the exciting possibilities ahead. Heartwarming and uplifting, Silver Linings is a beautiful
novel of letting go of the past and embracing the unexpected. Praise for Silver Linings “A heartwarming, feel-good
story from beginning to end . . . No one writes stories of love and forgiveness like Macomber.”—RT Book Reviews
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her husband have grown apart. Can a love letter from long ago help them to find the spark they have lost? And Jo Marie
finds the courage to revisit the last letter her husband sent her before he was killed in Afghanistan, and for the
first time is able to see the future ahead of her. Once again, the Rose Harbor Inn proves to be a place of comfort and
healing as the women find that these letters could change the course of their lives forever.
Ready for Romance & Child on His Doorstep Debbie Macomber 2022-07-26 BESTSELLING AUTHOR COLLECTION Reader-favorite
romances in collectible volumes from our bestselling authors. Ready for Romance by #1 New York Times bestselling author
Debbie Macomber As a teenager, Jessica Kellerman was in love with one of the boys next door, Evan Dryden. Now an adult,
Jessica is working for the Dryden brothers at their law firm. Evan finds her past crush amusing, but there's a bigger
problem—Jessica has actually fallen for Evan's brother, Damian. No one will let Jessica forget her girlish infatuation,
least of all Damian, who's trying to be the ultimate matchmaker and set Jessica and Evan up once and for all. But how
can she convince Damian of her true feelings when he’s still trying to push her toward his brother? FREE BONUS STORY
INCLUDED IN THIS VOLUME! Child on His Doorstep by New York Times bestselling author Lee Tobin McClain After his little
brother is abandoned on his doorstep, Corbin Beck admits he needs help. Thankfully, former hometown party girl Samantha
Alcorn is making a fresh start as a live-in nanny. With sparks flying, the unconventional situation has them feeling
like family, but Samantha’s secret could change everything… Previously published.
Morning Comes Softly Debbie Macomber 2009-10-13 Debbie Macomber is an international bestseller whose fans the world
over have fallen in love with her inspirational and heartwarming love stories. In this classic tale of faith and trust,
a shy librarian marries a Montana rancher--sight unseen! A shy Louisiana librarian, Mary Warner fears she'll always be
alone—so she answers a personals ad from a rancher in Montana. Never before has she done anything so reckless, casting
the only life she knows aside to travel to a strange place and marry a man she's never met. But something about this
man calls to her—and she knows this may be her very last chance at happiness. Tragedy made Travis Thompson the guardian
of three orphaned children—and determination leads him to do whatever it takes to keep the kids out of foster homes.
When he decides to take a long shot on a personals ad, the results are surprising, and before he knows it, he has
agreed to marry a mysterious Southern woman sight unseen. It could be the mistake of a lifetime. But Mary Warner may be
exactly what this broken family needs. And with a little faith, a little trust, and a lot of love, two lonely hearts
might just discover the true meaning of miracles.
Starlight Debbie Macomber 2013-02-19 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • One of cherished author Debbie Macomber’s classic
novels, this is an enchanting tale of a love that is challenged at every turn. At a magical Christmas fete, Karen
McAlister meets a man she cannot ignore—the first man to interest her in a long while. Before she laid eyes on Rand
Prescott, Karen would have said her life was complete and content . . . much to the dismay of her widowed father, who
would love to see her married and settled. But everything changed that enchanted night: The stars, the moonlight, the
music, and the champagne all conspired to throw two people together. But the fates are determined to pull them apart.
Long ago, Rand Prescott erected a steel façade around his heart. He never had any intention of maintaining any kind of
relationship with a woman. Independent, proud, and nearly blind, Rand felt he had no capacity to return a woman’s love.
But that was before he met Karen. In one night, she shattered all of his preconceived ideas about romance and
threatened to break through his walls. Rand is convinced that Karen deserves better than the love of a blind man. Can
he ever accept this beguiling woman into his life—and into his soul? BONUS: This edition includes an excerpt from
Debbie Macomber's Last One Home. “It’s impossible not to cheer for Macomber’s characters. . . . When it comes to
creating a special place and memorable, honorable characters, nobody does it better than Macomber.”—BookPage
Dakota Home Debbie Macomber 2016-06-01 This town is coming back to life! People have started moving to Buffalo Valley,
North Dakota—people like Lindsay Snyder, who came as a teacher and stayed, marrying local farmer Gage Sinclair. And now
Lindsay's best friend, Maddy Washburn, has decided to pull up stakes and join her in Buffalo Valley, hoping for the
same kind of satisfaction. And the same kind of love. Jeb McKenna is a rancher, a solitary man who's learned to endure.
Maddy—unafraid and openhearted—is drawn to Jeb, but he rejects her overtures. Until one of North Dakota's deadly storms
throws them together… Those few days and nights bring unexpected consequences for Maddy and Jeb. Consequences that, one
way or another, affect everyone in Buffalo Valley.

“Macomber’s homespun storytelling style makes reading an easy venture. . . . She also tosses in some hidden twists and
turns that will delight her many longtime fans.”—Bookreporter “Reading Macomber’s novels is like being with good
friends, talking and sharing joys and sorrows.”—New York Journal of Books
Once in a Lifetime Jill Shalvis 2014 After a wrenching loss, Ben McDaniel tried to escape his grief by working in
dangerous, war-torn places like Africa and the Middle East. Now he's back in his hometown and face-to-face with Aubrey
Wellington, the hot-as-hell woman who is trouble with a capital T. Family and friends insist she's not the one to ease
his pain, but Aubrey sparks an intense desire that gives Ben hope for the future. Determined to right the wrongs of her
past, Aubrey is working hard to make amends. But by far, the toughest challenge to her plan is sexy, brooding Ben, even
though he has absolutely no idea what she's done. Can this unlikely couple defy the odds and win over the little town
of Lucky Harbor?
That Wintry Feeling Debbie Macomber 2014-02-25 Debbie Macomber’s special warmth and heart shine in this classic novel
of letting love find its way home. After watching the man she loves walk down the aisle with her sister, Cathy Thompson
needs to get away. Alaska—beautiful, remote, and far from bitter memories—sounds like the perfect place to start over.
But a brand-new life comes with brand-new challenges . . . namely Grady Jones, a pilot and single dad who has a
solution to both their problems: a marriage of convenience. Grady isn’t looking for love. He tried that once and
failed. He just needs a wife, and Cathy is smart, easy on the eyes, and adored by his daughter. But Grady doesn’t count
on the way Cathy gets under his skin, the way she makes him want to be a better husband and father. Grady didn’t think
he had any more love inside to give, but Cathy proves him wrong. With his wife by his side, this pilot learns to soar
on the wings of a future neither of them dreamed possible. BONUS: This edition includes excerpts from Debbie Macomber's
Last One Home and The Inn at Rose Harbor. Published by Debbie Macomber Books
Someday Soon Debbie Macomber 2009
Winter Weddings Debbie Macomber 2021-11-30 When the world is covered in white, there's nothing quite like a romance
that ends with a wedding! The Sheriff Takes a Wife It's love at first sight for city girl Christy Manning and smalltown sheriff Cody Franklin. But despite their fast and intense connection, they both have...complicated...relationship
statuses. Cody is wary of being burned again, and Christy is worried that no matter what choice she makes, someone is
going to be hurt. Still, the two can't seem to keep away from each other and will have to find the courage to follow
their hearts. First Comes Marriage Janine Hartman loves her grandfather but balks at his plan to choose her a husband.
Zach Thomas, the intended groom, has recently merged his business with the Hartman family firm, and that's the only
Hartman-Thomas merger he wants. But Grandfather has other ideas, ideas belonging to a different place, a different
time. "It would be a perfect match," he insists. Zach and Janine don't agree. In fact, they agree on only one thing-that Gramps is a stubborn, meddling old man. But...what if he's right? "When it comes to creating a special place and
memorable, honorable characters, nobody does it better than Macomber." --BookPage
A Country Affair Debbie Macomber 2021-08-24 Down-home charm and romance on the ranch. A Little Bit Country Stranded on
the side of a country road with a broken-down car, Rorie Campbell is grateful when horse rancher Clay Franklin comes to
her rescue. Stuck in the quirky small town, Rorie gets to know Clay, and she quickly starts to fall for the gruff,
tough cowboy. Can a city girl make it work with a country man? Clay certainly thinks so. But their situation
is…complicated. Clay and Rorie will have to sort out their feelings if they're going to be together. Country Bride Kate
Logan is understandably devastated when her former fiancé marries someone else instead. At the wedding, after one glass
of champagne, she spontaneously—foolishly—proposes to her longtime friend Luke Rivers. And Luke agrees. The rancher is
a man of his word, and though Kate thinks they're making a mistake, he will not renege on his promise. Not only does he
refuse to break the engagement, he insists that Kate actually loves him—and he’ll prove it. "Romantic, warm, and a
breeze to read." —Kirkus Reviews on Cottage by the Sea
Someday Soon - # 1 Debbie Macomber 1995
Love Letters Debbie Macomber 2014-07-31 One love letter can change everything... The new Rose Harbor novel from the
international bestselling author of Rose Harbor in Bloom and Blossom Street Brides. Ellie travels to Rose Harbor to
meet a man sheâe(tm)s been writing to, but he reveals a secret that makes her question their relationship. Maggie and
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